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While the aristocratic women of the
Victorian age have long preoccupied the
popular imagination, seldom have women
of other classes been granted a voice.
Victorian Women is the first book to allow
women of all classes to render their own
lives, in their own words, from birth to old
age, in the long nineteenth century between
the French Revolution and the First World
War. In letters, memoirs, and other
contemporary sources these women
describe their childhood and education;
courtship, marriage and homemaking; sex
and motherhood; marital breakdown;
widowhood; and their pastimes and
entertainments. Their voices, heretofore
drowned by the cacophony of louder, often
male versions of history, speak to us with
clarity and poignancy, revealing strength of
feeling, courage, and humor. We find in
this book the unmarried woman worker,
the single mother, the prostitute, as well as
those who fought for professional
recognition against the regiments of the
church, government, and law.
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BBC - History - Women and Urban Life in Victorian Britain Discover how attitudes to a womans place changed, as
charitable missions began to extend the female role of service, and Victorian feminism Victorian women and roles of
women in the Victorian Era. The idea of femininity in the Victorian era was encapsulated in the idea of the womans
mission, but this passive role could not be tolerated for Historical Analysis: Women as the the Sex During the Victorian
Era The status of women in the Victorian era was often seen as an illustration of the striking discrepancy between the
United Kingdoms national power and wealth 5 Things Victorian Women Didnt Do (Much) - HISTORY Many people
associate the term Victorian with the notion of sexual repression. Looking back at 19th century America, modern day
culture has constructed a Images for Victorian Women Dont let the lace doilies and lavender sachets fool youlife for
women in Victorian England wasnt always how we imagine it. 12 times Victorian women had savage and hilarious put
downs for A Widening Sphere moves beyond the concern with the rigid social and economic constraints imposed on
Victorian women described in Suffer Victorian Womens Cyclewear: The Ingenious Fight Against VICTORIAN
WOMEN AND INSANITY the Great Exhibition of 1851 were invited to witness the splen. Colney Hatch Lunatic
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Asylum, and a special guidebook was VICTORIAN WOMEN, INCLUDING VICTORIA - The New York Times In
the Victorian era, a Western womans hair was considered an important part of her appearance. On both sides of the
Atlantic, it marked her The Victorian women who never cut their hair - Mashable In her latest article, Georgie Broad
reflects on the life of women in Victorian Britain. She does so by contrasting the lives of rich and poor and
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